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QuantumTone Introduces Unlimited Calling to Bangladesh, India, Pakistan, Mexico, and Latin
America

Use your existing mobile or land phone to call anywhere at home unlimited for a flat rate

Nov. 22, 2007 - PRLog -- Dallas, TX (QuantumTone.com) - QuantumTone announces today that it’s
launching the highly anticipated unlimited calling plans for Bangladesh, India, Pakistan, Mexico, Europe,
Asia, and other countries for flat monthly rates. This new service liberates consumers from paying per
minute rate for international calls. They can use their existing mobile, home or get new digital home phone
service from QuantumTone to use the service. It can also be used without any internet connection and is
available through online portal at www.quantumtone.com and selected local retail storefronts in major
metropolitan cities nationwide. This product will be rolled out to European and Middle Eastern consumers
subsequently.

“Our service transforms any mobile or local land phone into an instant world phone with unlimited calling
capabilities. The advent and perpetual developments of QuantumTone VoIP Technology has simplified
international telephony. Realizing how agonizing, time consuming, and expensive for ethnic frequent
callers to use long distance services and deceptive, gray-route prepaid calling cards, we felt the need for
such flat rate unlimited calling plans. Residential consumers can take advantage of our new service and call
their friends and family overseas worry free,” said Monica Kish, the CEO of QuantumTone, “We are the
first US telephone company that pioneered such aggressive worldwide unlimited plans to some of these
high-cost international tariffs like anywhere in India, Bangladesh, Pakistan, Mexico, Columbia, and other
destinations.”

QuantumTone ushers in a new era of VoIP connectivity and IP telephony sophistication never seen before
in home and mobile device until recently, it completely redefines what a mobile phone and digital home
phone can do using QuantumTone IP technology.

QuantumTone offers multiple unlimited domestic and international calling plans for residential and
business consumers – VoIP Home and Q-TONE Mobile/Home which offer the convenience of registering
either your existing mobile phone or local home phone or choosing QuantumTone VoIP to make free calls
to your preferred overseas countries including domestic USA and Canada long distance. QuantumTone
offers digital quality, enterprise grade VoIP solutions that comes with many essential calling features at no
additional cost.

About QuantumTone
QuantumTone along with its partners, is an international digital phone company that specializes in
technologically advanced, feature-rich, business quality unlimited local, long distance calling and IP
hosting services bundled with enterprise grade broadband internet connectivity at a fraction of fixed cost to
consumers, businesses, and enterprises in all 50 states in US and worldwide as a local and international
phone service provider. Our technology enables anyone to use their traditional phone with high-speed
internet (Cable, DSL, T1, ISDN) connection or existing mobile or home phone (without any internet) to
make and receive phone calls anywhere in the world even while traveling. At QuantumTone our goal is to
make calling simple and almost free for everyone using cutting edge IP technology.

QuantumTone is a wholly owned subsidiary of Quantum Leap Group, LLC based out of Dallas, TX with
offices located throughout the US, Canada, and France.
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QuantumTone is an US based digital phone company that offers unlimited local, international and domestic
long distance alls worldwide included in the service plans to business, enterprise, and residential customers.
QuantumTone is a wholly owned subsidiary of Quantum Leap Group, LLC based out of Dallas, TX with
offices located throughout the US, Canada, and France.

Website: www.quantumtone.com
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